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Abstract
Background. Visual inspection and biopsy is the current standard of care for oral cancer diagnosis, but is
subject to misinterpretation and consequently to misdiagnosis. Topically applied PARPi-FL is a
molecularly speci�c, �uorescent contrast-based approach that may ful�l the unmet need for a simple, in
vivo, non-invasive, cost-effective, point-of-care method for the early diagnosis of oral cancer. Here, we
present results from a phase I safety and feasibility study on �uorescent, topically applied PARPi-FL.
Twelve patients with a histologically proven squamous cell carcinoma of the oral cavity (OSCC) gargled a
PARPi-FL solution for 60 seconds (15 mL, 100 nM, 250 nM, 500 nM, or 1000 nM), followed by gargling a
clearing solution for 60 seconds. Fluorescence measurements of the lesion and surrounding oral mucosa
were taken before PARPi-FL application, after PARPi-FL application and after clearing. Blood pressure,
oxygen levels, clinical chemistry and CBC were obtained before and after tracer administration.

Results. PARPi-FL was well-tolerated by all patients without any safety concerns. When analyzing the
�uorescence signal, all malignant lesions showed a signi�cant differential in contrast after
administration of PARPi-FL, with the highest increase occurring at the highest dose level (1000 nM),
where all patients had a tumor-to-margin �uorescence signal ratio of > 3. A clearing step was essential to
increase signal speci�city, as it clears unbound PARPi-FL trapped in normal anatomical structures. PARPi-
FL tumor cell speci�city was con�rmed by ex vivo tabletop confocal microscopy. We have demonstrated
that the �uorescence signal arose from the nuclei of tumor cells, endorsing our macroscopic �ndings.

Conclusions. A PARPi-FL swish & spit solution is a rapid and non-invasive diagnostic tool that
preferentially localizes �uorescent contrast to OSCC. This technique holds promise for the early detection
of OSCC based on in vivo optical evaluation and targeted biopsy of suspicious lesions in the oral cavity.
 Clinicaltrials.gov - NCT03085147, registered on March 21st, 2017. 

Introduction
Worldwide, oral cancer is the 7th most frequent cancer and is responsible for approximately 355,000
newly diagnosed cases and 177,000 deaths per year (1)(2). Although the oral cavity is an anatomical site
that is easily accessible for examination by both patients and health care providers, only 29% of patients
in the US are diagnosed when the tumor is still localized. Early diagnosis is associated with a 5-year
survival of 85%. With advancing stages, survival rates drop steeply to 48% with regional involvement, and
19% when distant metastasis are present (3). In addition to poorer survival results, patients with more
advanced cancers also suffer from poorer quality of life after treatment because they need more
extensive surgery and postoperative adjuvant treatment.

There are a number of barriers to early diagnosis of OSCC, including those related to demographic and
patient factors (4), physician factors (5), and limitations of currently available diagnostic tests (6).
Despite their accessible location, oral cavity cancers are often diagnosed late, especially in low-resource
areas where their incidence is typically high. The high prevalence of premalignant and benign oral lesions
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in these populations contributes to a number of issues that make early detection of oral cancer di�cult:
even in experienced hands, it can be di�cult to differentiate cancer from premalignant or benign lesions
during routine clinical examination; and biopsy-based histopathology, the current standard of care, is
invasive, prone to sampling error, and requires geographic access to appropriate health care
professionals, including a highly trained pathologist. Premalignant lesions are often misinterpreted on
visual examination as benign mouth ulcers or in�ammation, delaying their correct diagnosis (7).

Another complicating factor is that premalignant lesions, for example erythroplakia and leukoplakia, do
not have uniform rates of progression to cancer (ranging from 6–36%) and are often accompanied by
varying grades of dysplasia (mild/moderate/severe) (8). The lack of a precise diagnostic test and reliable
estimation of cancer risk poses challenges in designing effective strategies for follow-up of suspicious
lesions and for early diagnosis of OSCC. While biopsies yield a reliable diagnosis, their �ndings represent
only a single assessment in space and time, and allow neither extrapolation to the entire lesion due to
sampling limitations nor follow-up without additional biopsies. This is especially important for patients
who harbor multiple lesions, and for whom pathologic assessments of every lesion via biopsy would be
impractical.

Our group and others have reviewed the extensive available literature on preclinical and clinical studies
that investigate current methods for oral cancer detection (2, 9, 10). These include cytology-based
evaluation methods (e.g. brush biopsy (11)), staining methods with acetic acid (12), toluidine blue (13),
Lugol’s iodine (12), and light-based detection systems, including re�ectance confocal microscopy (14),
chemiluminescence (11) and auto�uorescence (15). However, none of these techniques have become
established as reliable tools for screening and guiding treatment decisions for most of the world’s
population. This underlines the need for simple, in vivo, non-invasive, cost-effective, point-of-care intraoral
imaging agents that have high speci�city and sensitivity and low false positive rates, which are therefore
able to aid in screening and early detection of OSCC.

In this Phase I, dose escalation clinical trial, we have explored the use of a �uorescent imaging agent,
PARPi-FL (16–20), as a tool for non-invasive in vivo identi�cation of malignant oral lesions in real time
(Fig. 1A). PARPi-FL targets poly-ADP ribose polymerase 1 (PARP1), a key enzyme in the DNA damage
response, which is overexpressed in tumors due to increased proliferation, mutational burden and
genomic instability (21–24). PARP1 overexpression occurs in many tumors, including in malignant oral
lesions compared to normal mucosa and dysplastic lesions (20, 25). We were able to show that with
PARPi-FL, tumor could be distinguished from normal tissue in human oral cancer specimen with
sensitivity and speci�city of greater than 95%, using an PARPi-FL staining approach that does not require
freezing or �xation of tissue (25). PARPi-FL is particularly interesting for oral cancer screening, because it
is cell and tissue permeable, does not intercalate DNA and can be applied topically, for example via
gargling, penetrating tumor tissue within minutes (18, 25, 26) (Fig. 1B).

In the present study, patients with con�rmed OSCC were imaged with a custom-made �uorescence
equipped endoscope after topical application of PARPi-FL. We evaluated the safety of PARPi-FL topical
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application and analyzed the �uorescence signal in tumor and surrounding normal tissue by calculating
tumor to healthy mucosal contrast ratios and assessing the feasibility of PARPi-FL imaging for oral
cancer detection. In addition, we report initial results from a PARPi-FL phase II study, which evaluates the
speci�city of PARPi-FL for PARP1 in tumor cells.

Material And Methods
Details on chemicals and materials used for GMP synthesis and vialing of PARPi-FL, optimization and
details on the �uorescence imaging system, PARPi-FL identi�cation in blood, tabletop confocal imaging,
and PARP1 immunohistochemistry (IHC) can be found in the Supplementary Material.

Study design
This exploratory, phase I, single-center, open-label, prospective Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act compliant study was approved by the MSK Institutional Review Board and conducted
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (Clinicaltrials.gov - NCT03085147, registered on March
21st, 2017). Written informed consent was obtained from all patients. Patients were ≥ 18 years old, had a
histologically or cytologically proven squamous cell carcinoma of the oral cavity (OSCC) and were
scheduled to undergo surgery at MSK. Patients with any TNM (8th edition) stage tumor were eligible for
inclusion but needed to have an ECOG performance status of 0 or 1. Exclusion criteria were previous
de�nitive surgical therapy (but not surgical biopsy) to the oral cavity or pharynx within the 2 weeks prior
to PARPiFL imaging, patients that underwent prior or ongoing treatment with a PARP1 inhibitor or
presented a known hypersensitivity to Olaparib or to PEG 300. The primary objectives of this Phase I trial
were to evaluate the safety and feasibility of PARPiFL imaging. We also report the PARPi-FL-related
�uorescence signal in the tumor compared to the normal surrounding tissue before and after topical
exposure to PARPi-FL. Twelve patients were enrolled on this study protocol, 3 for each concentration level
of the dose escalation (100 nM, 250 nM, 500 nM, and 1000 nM). All patients completed the study. The
study design is summarized in Fig. 1A, and study procedures are summarized in Fig. 2. We have also
imaged 1 patient from an ongoing PARPi-FL phase II study. This patient was imaged in the operating
room, after administration of 1000 nM of PARPi-FL and subsequent clearing with 30% PEG 300 in water.
A biopsy was taken from the tumor and from the free-of-disease margin for �uorescence microscopy and
histopathological correlation.

Procedures
All patients underwent clinical examination and collection of vital signs (heart and respiratory rate, body
temperature and blood pressure) before and after PARPi-FL administration. Intravenous blood samples (3
mL) were collected for hematology and biochemistry prior to PARPi-FL exposure and 2–4 days after the
procedure (“clinical blood sample 1 and 2”). Another blood sample was collected between PARPi-FL
exposure and imaging to evaluate whether PARPi-FL was present in a patient’s plasma. For PARPi-FL
application (“swish”), the patient gargled 15 mL of the PARPi-FL containing solution for 60 seconds, and
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then spit it out. For the clearing step, the patient gargled 15 mL of the clearing solution for another 60
seconds and spat it out. The �rst 3 patients in the protocol (25% of the cohort) gargled a solution of 1%
acetic acid in water. Due to taste complaints, the protocol was amended and the following 9 patients
(75% of the cohort) gargled a solution of 30% PEG 300 in water. Details on the assessment of drug
toxicity can be found in the Supplementary Material and Fig. 2. For the patient on phase II, a fresh tissue
biopsy was taken from the tumor and from the free-of-disease margin and both were stained with a
solution of 10% Hoechst 33342 in PBS before evaluation with confocal microscopy.

Fluorescence imaging and analysis in patients
Videos were acquired before and at 2 time points post PARPi-FL application (pre-wash and post-wash)
using the �uorescence laryngoscope. The same instrument settings were used for all imaging procedures
(30 ms exposure time, 100% excitation power, gain: 25.5 dB). Furthermore, distance to the tissue surface
was kept at around 10 mm. The videos were acquired by slowly scanning the tumor area and surrounding
normal mucosa (non-tumor region). During this process, the real-time white light image was used for
visual guidance and focusing. For image analysis, Quest QIFS Manipulation tool software (Quest Medical
Imaging, Middenmeer, Netherlands) was used. We applied the auto�uorescence subtraction tool to all
patient images. For quanti�cation, 3 still frames were selected from each video. In each frame, 5 regions
of interest (ROI) were placed on tumor and non-tumor regions using Fiji (ImageJ). The white light channel
images were used to determine ROIs of tumor and of normal mucosa (non-tumor regions). ROIs were
then transferred to the �uorescence channel for PARPi-FL quanti�cation. Tumor to non-tumor ratio was
calculated by dividing each tumor ROI by the average of non-tumor ROIs in its respective frame. Signal
quanti�cation was conducted on tumor and adjacent non-tumor tissue and results presented analysis of
their tumor to normal mucosal ratio (TMR).

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using R v3.6.0 and GraphPad Prism 8. Linear regression was used for
PARP1 quanti�cation on IHC and for the PARPi-FL inter-patient analysis. We used the Wilcoxon test
(analysis of paired samples) to analyze vital signs and PARPi-FL imaging of intra-patient differences. Bar
graphs display mean values, standard deviations and data points. Results with p-values < 0.05 were
considered statistically signi�cant and the level of signi�cance for each result are displayed as *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, and ****p < 0.0001.

Results
Patient distribution

A total of 13 patients were included in this analysis. In the phase I part of the study, 12 patients were
enrolled over a 29 months period (from November of 2017 to March of 2020). All patient data are
summarized in Table 1. The median age was 65 years old (range: 48 - 80 years old) and 58% were male
(n = 7). Seven patients (58%) were never smokers, whereas the rest had discontinued smoking. Seven
patients were currently consuming alcohol (one of them only sporadically and the other 6 daily). Three
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patients had discontinued the use of alcohol and two reported that they never consumed it. All patients
had a primary oral tongue tumor as the oral cavity subsite (n = 11 on the lateral tongue and n = 1 on the
midline of the dorsal tongue) with a median size of 2.1 cm (range: 0.5 – 4 cm). Fifty percent (n = 6) of the
lesions were exophytic, 25% (n = 3) had a �at morphology, 17% (n = 2) were ulcerative and one patient
(8%) presented with a submucosal tumor. Patient 5 had an excisional biopsy of a squamous cell
carcinoma of the lateral tongue at an outside hospital prior to referral to MSK. This patient was imaged
with PARPi-FL and had a partial glossectomy performed 4 days later. The �nal pathological report of this
patient revealed that there was no residual tumor in the glossectomy specimen. The one patient included
in this report from the phase II study was enrolled in October of 2020.

Toxicity assessment

No clinically signi�cant alterations in vital signs were observed in patients after PARPi-FL administration
(see Supplementary Table 1). Temperature, blood pressure, respiratory rate and pulse remained similar or
underwent changes within the physiological range pre and post swish. Patients who presented with
hypertension before PARPi-FL administration continued to show elevated blood pressure after the
procedure. The patient’s oral mucosa was checked by the responsible surgeon before PARPi-FL
administration, immediately after imaging and 2 - 3 days later. No patients presented any signs of local
irritation or reported signs of local toxicity when examined or actively questioned. Clinical blood sample
analysis, encompassing complete blood count and differential, routine clinical chemistry and a metabolic
panel revealed no pathological alterations related to PARPi-FL topical application.

Analysis of PARPi-FL in Blood

No PARPi-FL was detected in the blood sample taken after the PARPi-FL swish via LCMS analysis in all
patients. We determined the detection limit of our LCMS approach at 0.001 ng/mL of PARPi-FL and
potential corresponding metabolites. Complete absorption of topically applied PARPi-FL into the
bloodstream would correspond to 0.002 ng/μL at the highest dose level (1000 nM, assuming an average
blood volume of 5 L), suggesting that measurable amounts of PARPi-FL after topical application are
unlikely to enter the blood stream (Supplementary Fig. 2).

Image acquisition optimization

Prior to patient imaging, we conducted tests with PARPi-FL containing agarose phantoms (0 - 5 µM
PARPi-FL) to identify suitable settings for patient imaging (Supplementary Fig. 3). We aimed at
optimizing the imaging settings towards sensitivity in the relevant concentration range of 100 - 1000 nM.
As expected, the recorded signal intensity was lower at longer distance from the object (23 mm vs. 5 mm)
and shorter exposure times (12 ms < 30 ms < 50 ms). To achieve a signal to background ratio of 3, which
we considered adequate contrast to differentiate tumor from background tissue in vivo, at 23 mm from
the object the PARPi-FL concentration needed to be 0.6 µM at 83 ms and 0.8 µM at 50 ms exposure time.
Hence, this distance was considered incompatible to achieve su�cient image contrast at relevant
concentrations. At 5 mm distance, the values decreased to 0.3 µM at 50 ms and 0.5 µM at 30 ms to
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achieve a signal to background ratio of 3 (Supplementary Fig. 3A). Since it was di�cult to steadily hold
and focus the endoscope at a 5 mm distance in patients, we chose a 10 mm distance from object for the
clinical study and a 30 ms exposure time, allowing us to conduct lag-free real-time in vivo imaging.

PARP1 expression in patient tissue

Tissue samples from 8 patients were available for PARP1 expression analysis via IHC. Two of these
specimens were excluded, since they had no tumor left in the para�n block after standard-of-care
histopathological assessment. PARP1 IHC staining was analyzed and quanti�ed in tumor, mucosal
epithelium and deep margin (i.e. healthy muscle tissue) based on the pathological assessment (Fig. 3A).
PARP1 expression in tumor,16.35 ± 9.18% PARP1 area (DAB)/total tissue area (tissue), was signi�cantly
higher than in the normal mucosal epithelium (8.41 ± 2.91% DAB/tissue) and in the deep muscular
margin (3.12 ± 1.79% DAB/tissue) (Fig. 3B; p < 0.0001 using linear regression analysis which considered
the repeated measurements from the same patients, Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). On average, the %
DAB/tissue was 45% lower in normal squamous epithelium compared to tumor and 81% lower in normal
deep muscle compared to tumor.

PARPi-FL imaging protocol

Groups of 3 patients were studied with increasing concentrations of PARPi‐FL (100 nM, 250 nM, 500 nM,
and 1000 nM). Patient 5 (250 nM) was analyzed separately, since the �nal pathology report did not
identify any residual viable tumor. Fig. 3C shows an example of tumor enhancement with PARPi-FL at
250 nM. Signal quanti�cation was conducted by placing ROIs on tumor and adjacent non-tumor tissue
on still images of the three imaging time points “pre PARPi-FL”, “PARPi-FL pre-wash” and “PARPi-FL post-
wash” and analysis of their tumor to normal mucosal ratio (TMR). Fig. 4A shows an example of the
signal increase in the tumor area after PARPi-FL application in a patient imaged at 1000 nM.

Intra-patient imaging analysis

We compared TMR values pre PARPi-FL, PARPi-FL pre wash and PARPi-FL post-wash in each patient. A
signi�cant increase in TMR from pre PARPi-FL to PARPi-FL pre-wash (9/11 patients), and PARPi-FL post-
wash (11/11 patients) was observed. The individual increase in TMR is displayed in Fig. 4B. The values
on signal intensity and p-values between imaging time points for each patient can be found in
Supplementary Table 4.

Our observations suggest that the clearing step is important in obtaining high contrast images. Without
the clearing step, 18% (2/11) of the lesions would have been missed. We believe that this fact is due to
the accumulation of unbound PARPi-FL around the tongue’s �liform papillae. The clearing step,
associated with the saliva out�ow, plays an important role in clearing the unbound compound before
signal quanti�cation is performed.

Patient with no residual tumor in the surgical resection specimen
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Patient 5 (250 nM), had a previous excisional biopsy of a tongue SCC with compromised margins at an
outside institution. The patient presented with a �at residual lesion at the site of the previous resection
that was assumed to be a persistent tumor. The patient had a pre‐PARPi-FL lesion to margin ratio (LMR)
of 1.20. The contrast increased after PARPi-FL administration (LMR: 2.24) but the contrast decreased
after the clearing step (LMR: 1.53) (Fig. 4C).

Patient with contralateral, incidentally identi�ed lesion

Patient 2 had a large lesion on the lateral border of the tongue that was examined with PARPi-FL at the
100 nM dose level. In the process of imaging the contralateral side of the tongue in this patient as the
imaging control, we noticed an area of increased PARPi-FL uptake (Fig. 4D). This area did not present any
clinical evidence of macroscopic tumor in the pre-surgical setting. This area had TMRs of 1.28 (pre
PARPi-FL), 1.33 (PARPi-FL pre-wash) and 1.71 (PARPi-FL post-wash). Post-wash, the TMR was
signi�cantly higher (p = 0.03) than pre PARPi-FL. Based on the pre-operative PARPi-FL �nding and
surgeon’s scrutiny after the patient was under anesthesia, intraoperative biopsy of this lesion was
performed. Histopathologic examination con�rmed a second primary squamous cell carcinoma at this
location measuring 2 mm in the largest diameter.

Inter-patient imaging analysis

We also conducted an analysis between the different PARPi-FL dose groups and observed a consistent
increase in TMR in PARPi-FL pre-wash and post-wash images with increasing PARPi-FL dose levels (Fig.
5A). The mean predicted TMRs PARPi-FL post wash were 2.1 (100 nM), 2.1 (250 nM) and 2.8 (500 nM).
At the highest dose level of 1000 nM PARPi-FL post wash yielded an average TMR of 3.3, a contrast value
that is suitable to clearly distinguish tumor from normal tissue. Considering all time points, when
accounting for the repeated measurements per patients (with a random intercept), the TMR was on
average 39% higher at 250 nM compared to 100 nM, 62% higher at 500 nM than 100 nM dose, and 92%
higher at 1000 nM as compared to 100 nM. These results indicated that 1000 nM was the most suitable
concentration for PARPi-FL imaging. For descriptive data on the linear regression analysis, the average
values on TMR, and the p-values please see Supplementary Table 5. 

Microscopic imaging of PARPi-FL accumulation

To demonstrate that the macroscopically detected increase in �uorescence signal after PARPi-FL
application was based on its speci�c accumulation in cell nuclei, we analyzed a tumor and free-of
disease normal tissue sample originating from a patient on phase II. The patient harbored a right buccal
mucosal OSCC and was imaged after 1000 nM PARPi-FL and clearing with 30% PEG 300 in water (Fig.
5B). IHC corroborated the difference in PARP1 expression within the tumor and the free-of-disease normal
tissue in this patient (Fig 5C). Confocal microscopy images clearly demonstrated that PARPi-FL
accumulated exclusively in tumor cell nuclei, while no nuclear signal was observed in the non-tumor
tissue (Fig. 5D). Quanti�cation was carried out by verifying the presence of PARPi-FL �uorescence signal
inside the nucleus of cells. In the tumor tissue 1061 nuclei were quanti�ed and 45.14% of cells showed
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PARPi-FL uptake. In the normal tissue 412 nuclei were analyzed) and only 3.89% of cells had PARPi-FL
uptake. This difference was statistically signi�cant (p < 0.0001), corroborating the speci�city of PARPi-FL
for tumor cells. (Fig. 5E).

Discussion
Fluorescence-guided imaging using molecularly targeted agents to delineate tumors for diagnosis and to
guide surgical resection has started to enter the clinical research space in recent years (27). These include
studies on ovarian, colorectal and breast cancer (28). While only late stage clinical studies will be able to
prove the added clinical value in terms of survival bene�t of these newer modalities compared to
standard diagnosis and surgical resection, early phase clinical studies are crucial to show feasibility of
lesion detection, dose-�nding, and provide exploratory data on sensitivity and speci�city. In this regard,
tumor-to-background ratios, imaging contrast and signal speci�city are important readouts in phase I and
II studies. In this study, we report the clinical data from a phase I dose-escalation study of PARPi-FL,
where we focus on safety and imaging contrast after topical application in oral cancer patients.

We have established the high speci�city of the �uorescent PARP1-targeted imaging agent PARPi-FL in
mouse models of oral cancer (29–31) and in human tissues (25, 32) for its ability to delineate malignant
from non-malignant tissue. In this current study, we have used PARPi-FL as a topical swish & spit
solution, which patients gargled for one minute before imaging. The highest PARPi-FL dose in our study,
1000 nM, is equivalent to 15 nmol, which quali�es as a microdose under FDA guidelines.

Our phase I study in 12 patients revealed that PARPi-FL topical application is safe, with no adverse events
or signs of local or systemic toxicity in any patient. The highest dose of PARPi-FL, 1000 nM, led to the
most pronounced differential in contrast between tumor and surrounding non-tumor tissue, consistently
crossing the threshold of a TMR (= contrast) of > 3. TMRs of 3–4, as achieved in this study, provide a
level of optical contrast that is reliably apparent to the human observer, and which may not need further
computational or statistical analysis to distinguish tumor from non-tumor tissue (33). In addition, our
results indicate that a 1 min clearing step after the PARPi-FL application was important to maximize
contrast and reduce false positive as well as false negative results. In fact, TMR values were consistently
higher post-wash, particularly at the two highest dose-levels.

Furthermore, several incidental �ndings in our study suggest that our approach is speci�c and sensitive,
although a thorough evaluation of these parameters was outside the scope of a phase I study. We
observed that the only patient who did not show a signi�cant increase in TMR between the pre-PARPi-FL
and PARPi-FL post-wash imaging in fact did not have any residual tumor in the surgical specimen of
de�nitive glossectomy after a pre-surgical excision biopsy. In addition, we identi�ed a previously
unrecognized cancer on the contralateral side of the tongue based on PARPi-FL contrast, which then
directed the surgeon to examine that area and perform a biopsy during surgery which led to early
diagnosis of a clinically inapparent tumor. Although more studies are necessary to evaluate PARPi-FL
uptake in benign and dysplastic lesions, our results to date are encouraging. Lastly, we were able to
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con�rm on a cellular level that PARPi-FL accumulated in tumor cell nuclei following the 1 min swish &
spit protocol, strongly supporting the speci�city of the macroscopic TMR increase that we have observed
on optical imaging.

A central aspect of PARPi-FL-based oral cancer detection is the fact that the lesions of interest are located
at or close to the tissue surface. Importantly, our goal is to determine whether a visible lesion is of
malignant or non-malignant nature and whether it needs to be biopsied or treated. Therefore, the green
emission spectrum of PARPi-FL, which prohibits deep tissue penetration but provides excellent
brightness, is eminently suitable for clinical translation. We previously discussed the design constraints
of �uorescent PARP inhibitors in-depth, outlining speci�cally why near-infrared labels have not been
successfully implemented in PARP1 imaging approaches (26, 34, 35). We believe that the expression of
PARP1, coupled with the pharmacokinetic pro�le and potential clinical bene�t of diagnostic imaging with
PARPi-FL far outweigh the trade-offs associated with its wavelengths (25). This is supported by other
clinical studies that involve green �uorescent dyes, including the �rst-in-human study of a molecularly
targeted optical imaging agent (36) and the recent introduction of a green-�uorescent confocal
microscope for brain tumor imaging (37). In the present study, we used a customized imaging system
equipped with a FITC LED and bandpass �lters. The broader auto�uorescence peak width allowed us to
separate speci�c (PARPi-FL) and non-speci�c (auto�uorescence) emissions in a post-processing step. For
future directions, additional re�nement of the imaging software will be necessary to allow speci�c PARPi-
FL imaging in real time. Importantly, successful transfer of this technology to low-resource health care
settings that have a high prevalence of oral lesions requires a modi�cation of the imaging system such
that a cost-effective device can be used even by trained non-medical personnel within well-designed
screening programs.

Topical application of PARPi-FL is a rapid, speci�c, and safe technique for in vivo detection of OSCC. No
toxicities were reported or observed in any of the study participants. The speci�city of the technique was
supported by our �nding that topically applied PARPi-FL accumulated preferentially within nuclei of
tumor cells, corroborating our imaging �ndings at the subcellular level. We have identi�ed 1000 nM as the
optimal dose for the Phase II of the clinical study, yielding the highest tumor-to-normal ratio.

Conclusion
PARPi-FL imaging is a safe, rapid, in vivo, non-invasive (no contrast agent injection) technique that has
the potential for universal implementation for evaluation of suspicious lesions in the oral cavity and early
detection of OSCC.
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Key point question. Is the topical application of PARPi-FL safe? Can a mouthwash of the imaging agent
provide a level of optical contrast (tumor to margin ratio) apparent to the human observer? 

Pertinent �ndings. Topical application of PARPi-FL is safe and generated contrast-ratios above 3. A
benign lesion did not take up the agent, and an undiagnosed contralateral small tumor was identi�ed.
PARPi-FL generates mesoscopic contrast by emitting a signal from its nuclear target on a subcellular
level.

Implications for patient care. PARPi-FL isa simple, in vivo, non-invasive, cost-effective, molecularly
speci�c, �uorescent contrast-based method to enhance oral cancer diagnosis. 
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Table 1.

Patient distribution. Age, social habits, lesion location and T staging of patients enrolled in this study (n=
12, TNM 8th edition).
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Phase I - Patient distribution

  Conc. Tabaco Alcohol Tongue Lesion Size Staging

Case (nM) Use Use Sub-site  Characteristic  (cm)  (8th ed.)

1 100 never current lateral exophytic 3.0 2

2 100 discontinued discontinued lateral exophytic 4.0 2

3 100 never current lateral ulcer 3.0 2

4 250 never current lateral exophytic 2.0 1

5 250 discontinued current lateral �at leukoplakia* 1.0 1

6 250 discontinued never lateral exophytic 1.5 1

7 500 discontinued discontinued lateral exophytic 3.0 2

8 500 never current lateral ulcer 2.3 2

9 500 discontinued discontinued middle submucosal 1.1 1

10 1000 never never lateral exophytic 0.5 1

11 1000 never occasionally lateral �at leukoplakia 1.6 1

12 1000 never current lateral �at leukoplakia 2.2 2

*No tumor was found on the glossectomy histopathological report after a previous excisional biopsy
outside of MSK.
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Figure 1

Design of phase I dose escalating study NCT03085147 and concept of PARPi-FL imaging for delineation
of oral cancer. A, Patients (n = 12) with biopsy proven oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) gargled a
solution of PARPi-FL (step 1) at increasing concentrations (100 nM, 250 nM, 500 nM, and 1000 nM; each
dose n = 3) for 1 min. Then, patients gargled a clearing solution for 1 min (step 2). Using a Quest
Spectrum imaging device with an endoscopic camera and PARPi-FL optimized LED–�lter system, the
tumor area and surrounding margin of the patient were imaged before PARPi-FL administration, after
PARPi-FL administration pre-wash and after PARPi-FL administration post-wash. B, The illustration
describes the mechanism-of-action of PARPi-FL based oral cancer detection. After topical application of
PARPi-FL in the oral cavity, the imaging agent binds to PARP1 in the nucleus of a cell. PARP1 is
overexpressed in OSCC compared to normal mucosal tissue.
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Figure 2

Schematic overview and �ow chart of the PARPi-FL clinical trial. Twelve Patients with biopsy proven
OSCC were identi�ed and consented to the Phase I dose escalation study.
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Figure 3

PARP1 expression in patients and PARPi-FL mediated contrast. A, Representative PARP1
immunohistochemistry images and H&E image from a biopsy of a patient (slide overview), showing an
area of OSCC (orange circle). B, Quanti�cation of PARP1 expression in immunohistochemistry samples (n
= 8 patients) was performed and compared between tumor, epithelium, and deep margin. C, Phase I
PARPi-FL imaging of the patient shown in panel A.
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Figure 4

Intra-patient analysis after PARPi-FL imaging. A, Tumor area of a patient was imaged using a Quest
Spectrum imaging device with an endoscopic camera pre-PARPi-FL, after gargling 1000 nM PARPi-FL
solution (PARPi-FL, pre wash), and after gargling 500 nM PARPi-FL solution and a clearing solution of
30% PEG300 in PBS (PARPi-FL, post wash). The 2-D �uorescence intensity histogram illustrates the
signal enhancement in the tumor area. B, Tumor-to-margin ratios of �uorescence imaging for each
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patient with histologically-proven OSCC (n = 11) pre PARPi-FL, after PARPi-FL (pre-wash) and after PARPi-
FL (post-wash). Statistical signi�cance was determined using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank
test. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. C, PARPi-FL
post-wash image and quanti�cation of patient 5. Histopathology found no OSCC. D, PARPi-FL imaging
and quanti�cation of the tumor-contralateral side of the tongue in patient 2. An intraoperative biopsy of
the lesion was performed and con�rmed a second primary 2 mm squamous cell carcinoma.

Figure 5
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Inter-patient analysis and subcellular speci�city of PARPi-FL. A, Tumor-to-margin ratio of �uorescence
imaging for dose groups (100 nM, 250 nM, 500 nM, and 1000 nM). Ratios were calculated from 5 ROIs
per FOV and 3 FOVs of each patient. Displayed are individual data points, means and SEM. B, PARPi-FL
macroscopic imaging of a patient sample from phase II (PARPi-FL post-wash, 1000 nM), which was
selected for microscopic con�rmation of PARPi-FL speci�city. 1 = area of tumor where the biopsy was
taken from, 2 = area where the biopsy of the free-of-disease margin was taken from. C, H&E and PARP1
IHC (overview and zoom-in) of the tumor and margin biopsies from patient in panel B, demonstrating
higher PARP1 expression in the tumor area compared to normal adjacent mucosa. D, Microscopic
analysis of the tumor and margin biopsies to evaluate the PARPi-FL accumulation following topical 1 min
swish & spit application. Fresh tissues underwent nuclear counterstaining with Hoechst 33342 ex vivo
prior to microscopy. Orange arrows point to the nuclei of tumor cells, red arrows point to nuclei of cells in
a normal (benign) basal layer, and white arrows point to the interstitial layer (collagen auto�uorescence).
E, Quanti�cation of PARPi-FL �uorescence signal inside the nuclei of cells. Cell nuclei were identi�ed
using Hoechst 33342.


